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Abstract – We consider the concepts single valued neutrosophic of sub-implicative ideals in KU-algebras, 

and investigate some related properties. We give conditions for a single valued neutrosophic ideal to be a 

single valued neutrosophic sub-implicative ideal. We show that any single valued neutrosophic sub-

implicative ideal is a single valued neutrosophic ideal, but the converse is not true. Using a level set of a 

single valued neutrosophic set in a KU-algebra, we give a characterization of single valued neutrosophic sub-

implicative ideal. 
 

Keywords – Single valued neutrosophic sub-algebra, Single valued neutrosophic ku-ideal of KU-ideals. 

 

1. Introduction 

Prabpayak and Leerawat [10,11] introduced a new algebraic structure which is called KU-

algebras. They studied ideals and congruences in KU-algebras. Also, they introduced the 

concept of homomorphism of KU-algebra and investigated some related properties. 

Moreover, they derived some straightforward consequences of the relations between 

quotient KU-algebras and isomorphism. Mostafa et al. [4,5,13] introduced the notion of 

fuzzy KU-ideals of KU-algebras and then they investigated several basic properties which 

are related to fuzzy KU-ideals. Mostafa et al. [6] introduced the notions of ku-sub 

implicative / ku-positive implicative and ku-sub-commutative ideals in KU–algebras  and 

investigated some their related properties. Fuzzy set theory was introduced by Zadeh since 

1965 [14]. Immediately, it became a useful method to study the problems of imprecision 

and uncertainty. Since, a lot of new theories treating imprecision and uncertainty have been 

introduced. For instance, Intuitionistic fuzzy sets were introduced in1986, by Atanassov 

[2], which is a generalization of the notion of a fuzzy set. When fuzzy set give the degree 

of membership of an element in a given set, Intuitionistic fuzzy sets give a degree of 

membership and a degree of non-membership of an element in a given set. In 1998 [7,8], 

Smarandache gave the concept of neutrosophic set which generalized fuzzy set and 
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intuitionistic fuzzy set. This new concept is difficult to apply in the real appliction. It is a 

set in which each proposition is estimated to have a degree of truth (T), adegree of 

indeterminacy (I) and a degree of falsity (F). Agboola and Davvaz introduced the concept 

of neutrosophic BCI/BCK-algebras in [1]. Davvaz et al. [3] introduce a neutrosophic KU-

algebra and KU-ideal and investigate some related properties. Recently Wang et al. [12] 

introduced an instance of neutrosophic set known as single valued neutrosophic set which 

was motivated from the practical point of view and that can be used in real scientific and 

engineering applications. In this paper, we establish the concept of single valued 

neutrosophication sub-implicative  ideals on KU-algebras, and investigate some of their 

properties. 

 

2. Preliminaries 
 

Now we will recall some known concepts related to KU-algebra from the literature which 

will be helpful in further study of this article. 

 

Definition 2.1. [10,11] Algebra (X,  , 0) of type (2, 0) is said to be a KU-algebra, if it 

satisfies the following axioms: 

 

(
1ku )  0)]())[()( = zxzyyx , 

 (
2ku )  00 =x , 

( 3ku )  xx =0 , 

( 4ku ) 0= yx  and 0= xy  implies yx = , 

( 5ku ) 0= xx , for all Xzyx ,, . 

 

On a KU-algebra )0,,( X we can define a binary relation   on X  by putting: 

 

0= xyyx . 

 

Thus a KU - algebra X   satisfies the conditions: 

 

 ( \1
ku ): )()()( yxzxzy     

 ( \2
ku ): x0    

 ( \3
ku ): xyyx  ,  implies yx = , 

( \
4

ku ):   xxy  . 

 

Remark 2.2. Substituting  xz for x and yz for y in 1ku , we get  

)]()[()]()[()])[()))[()]()[( yzxzyzxzzxzzyzyzxz  =0 

 

by ( 1ku ), hence   0)]()[()( = yzxzyx  that mean  the condition ( 1ku ) and 

0)]()[()( = yzxzyx  are equivalent. 

For any elements  x and y of a KU-algebra, nxy   denotes by 
 timesn

xxxy  )......)(  
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Theorem 2.3. [5] In a KU-algebra X , the following axioms are satisfied: For 

all Xzyx ,, , 

 

(1)  yx  imply zxzy  , 

(2)  )()( zxyzyx =  ,for all Xzyx ,, , 

(3)  yxxy  ))(( . 

(4)  )()( 3 xyxy =  

 

We will refer to X  is a KU-algebra unless otherwise indicated. 

 

Definition 2.4. [10,11] Let I  be a non empty subset of a KU-algebra X . Then I  is said to 

be an ideal of X , if  

 

)( 1I  I0  

)( 2I ,, Xzy  if Izy  )(  and ,Iy  imply Iz . 

 

Definition 2.5. [5 ] Let I  be a non empty subset of a KU-algebra X . Then I  is said to be 

an KU- ideal of X , if  

 

)( 1I  I0  

)( 3I ,,, Xzyx  if Izyx  )(  and ,Iy  imply Izx  . 

 

Definition 2.6. [ 6 ] KU- algebra X is said to be implicative if it satisfies      

 

)()()( 22 xyyxyx =  

 

Definition 2.7. [6] KU- algebra X is said to be commutative if it satisfies 

xyximpliesyx = )( 2    

 

Lemma 2.8. [6] Let X be a KU-algebra. X is  ku-implicative iff X is ku-positive 

implicative and ku–commutative. 

 

Definition 2.9 [6] A non empty subset A  of a KU-algebra X  is called a ku-sub implicative 

ideal of X , if ,,, Xzyx   

 

(1) A0  

(2) Axyyxz  ))(()(( 2  and ,Az  imply Ayx  )( 2 . 

 

Definition 2.10. [6] Let )0,,( X be a KU-algebra, a nonempty subset A of X is said to be a 

ku-positive implicative ideal if it satisfies, for all zyx ,,  in X , 

 

(1) A0 , 

(2) Ayxz  )( and Axz  imply Ayz  . 

Definition 2.11 [6] A non empty subset A  of a KU-algebra X  is called a ku–sub 

commutative ideal of X , if  
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(1) A0  

(2) Ayxyz  )})){(( 22  and ,Az  imply Axy  )( 2 . 

 

Definition 2.12.[6] A nonempty subset A  of a KU-algebra X is called a kp-ideal of X if it 

satisfies  

(1) A0  , 

(2) Axzyz  )()(  , AxAy  . 

 

3. Single Valued Neutrosophic Sub Implicative Ideals of KU-

Algebras 

 
Let X  be a non-empty set.  A neutrosophic  set (NS) in X  (see [8,9]) is a structure of the 

form:   XxxFxIxTxA AAA = |)(),(),(,: , where ]1,0[:)( →XxTA
 is a  truth membership   

function, ]1,0[:)( →XxIA is an indeterminate membership function  and ]1,0[:)( →XxFA   

is a  false membership ,  we shall use the  symbol  XxFITxA AAA = |,,,:  for the 

neutrosophic set  XxxFxIxTxA AAA = |)(),(),(,: . 

 

Definition 3.1. Let X be a KU-algebra, a neutrosophic set  

 

 XxxFxIxTxA AAA = |)(),(),(,:  

 

in X is called a single valued neutrosophic- ideal (briefly NF- ideal ) of X if it satisfies the 

following conditions: 

 

)( 1F  )()0( x   )()0( xTT AA  , )()0( xII AA  , )()0( xFF AA   for all Xx . 

 (F2) ,, Xyx   )}(),(min{)( xTyxTyT AAA  . 

)( 3F ,, Xyx   )}(),(min{)( xIyxIyI AAA   

)( 4F ,, Xyx   )}(),(max{)( xFyxFyF AAA   

 

Definition3.2. A non empty subset  XxxFxIxTxA AAA = |)(),(),(,:  of a KU-algebra X  

is called a single valued neutrosophic sub implicative ideal (briefly NFSI - ideal  ) of X , if 
,,, Xzyx   

 

)( 1F   )()0( xTT AA  , )()0( xII AA  , )()0( xFF AA   

)( 1NFSI  )()),(()(((min)( 22 zTxyyxzTyxT AAA   

)( 2NFSI  )()),(()(((min)( 22 zIxyyxzIyxI AAA   

)( 3NFSI  )()),(()(((max)( 22 zFxyyxzFyxF AAA   

 

Example.3.3. Let X = {0,1,2,3} be a set with a binary operation   defined by the following 

table: 
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* 0 1 2 3 

0 0 1 2 3 

1 0 0 0 2 

2 0 2 0 1 

3 0 0 0 0 

 

Let  XxFITxA AAA = |,,,:  be an neutrosophic Set in X defined 

by 2.0)1()3(,7.0)2()0( ==== AAAA TTTT , 2.0)1()3(,6.0)2()0( ==== AAAA IIII  and 

3.0)1()3(,0)2()0( ==== AAAA FFFF , By routine calculations we know 

that  XxFITxA AAA = |,,,:  is NFSI - ideal  of algebra of X.   

 

Proposition 3.4. Every  NFSI- ideal of a KU-algebra X is order reversing. 

 

Proof.  Let  XxFITxA AAA = |,,,: be NFSI -ideal of X and let x, y, z X be such that  

x ≤ z, then z x = 0 . Let y = x in )( 1NFSI  , )( 2NFSI and )( 3NFSI , we get  

 

    )()(),0(min)(),(min)( zTzTTzTxzTxT AAAAAA == ,

    )()(),0(min)(),(min)( zIzIIzIxzIxI AAAAAA ==  and 

    )()(),0(max)(),(max)( zFzFFzFxzFxF AAAAAA == . 

 

This completes the proof 

Lemma 3.5. let  XxFITxA AAA = |,,,:   be a N FSI - ideal of KU - algebra X ,  if the 

inequality   y * x ≤ z hold in X , Then  

)},()),(min{)( zTxTyT AAA  )}()),(min{)( zIxIyI AAA  and )}.()),(max{)( zFxFyF AAA   

 

Proof.  Let  XxFITxA AAA = |,,,: be NFSI -ideal of X and let x, y, z X be such that  

y*x ≤ z, then z (y*x)=  0 or y (z*x)=  0  i.e yxz  , we get  (by Proposition 3.4), 

 

)()( yTxzT AA   , )()( yIxzI AA  and )()( yFxzF AA      (a).  

 

Put in )( 1NFSI  , )( 2NFSI and )( 3NFSI , x=y, we get:  

 














 )()),(()(((min)( 2

0

2 zTxxxxzTxxT A

x

AA


 =  )(),(min zTxzT AA  , i.e 

 

   )(),(min)(),(min)( zTyTzxzTxT AAAA    by  (a) 

 














 )()),(()(((min)( 2

0

2 zIxxxxzIxxI A

x

AA


 =  )(),(min zIxzI AA  , i.e 
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   )(),(min)(),(min)( zIyIzIxzIxI AAAA   by  (a) .  and 

 














 )()),(()(((max)( 2

0

2 zFxxxxzFxxF A

x

AA


 =  )(),(max zFxzF AA  ,i.e 

 

   )(),(max)(),(max)( zFyFzFxzFxF AAAA   by  (a). This completes the proof. 

 

Lemma 3.6. If X is implicative KU-algebra, then every NF ideal of X is an  NFSI-ideal of 

X. 

Proof.   Let  XxFITxA AAA = |,,,: be NF ideal of X. Substituting 2yx   for  y   in 

)( 2F , )( 3F  and )( 4F , we get  

 

 )()),((min)( 22 zTyxzTyxT AAA  , but KU- algebra is implicative i.e     

 )()),((min)( 22 zIyxzIyxI AAA   and 

 )()),((max)( 22 zFyxzFyxF AAA  , but KU- algebra is implicative i.e     

)()()( 22 xyyxyx = , hence   

   )()),()((min)()),((min)( 222 zTxyyxzTzyxzTyxT AAAA =  , 

   )()),()((min)()),((min)( 222 zIxyyxzIzIyxzIyxI AAAA =  , and 

   )()),()((max)()),((max)( 222 zFxyyxzFzFyxzFyxF AAAA = ,  

 

which shows that  XxFITxA AAA = |,,,:  is NFSI-ideal of X. This completes the proof. 

 

Theorem 3.7. Let  XxFITxA AAA = |,,,:  be N F set of KU - algebra X satisfying  the  

conditions )( 1NFSI  , )( 2NFSI and )( 3NFSI  then   XxFITxA AAA = |,,,:  satisfies  the 

following inequalities ; 

 

          )( 4NFSI ))(()(()( 22 xyyxTyxT AA   

          )( 5NFSI ))()(()( 22 xyyxIyxI AA   

          )( 6NFSI ))()(()( 22 xyyxFyxF AA   

 

Proof. Let  XxFITxA AAA = |,,,:  satisfying conditions )( 1NFSI  , )( 2NFSI and 

)( 3NFSI   i.e. 

  

)( 1NFSI  )()),(()(((min)( 22 zTxyyxzTyxT AAA   

)( 2NFSI  )()),(()(((min)( 22 zIxyyxzIyxI AAA   

)( 3NFSI  )()),(()(((max)( 22 zFxyyxzFyxF AAA   

 

then  by taking  z = 0 in )( 1NFSI  , )( 2NFSI and )( 3NFSI  and using )( 1F  )()0( xTT AA  , 

)()0( xII AA  , )()0( xFF AA  and ( 3ku ) we get 
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 = )0()),(()((0(min)( 22

AAA TxyyxTyxT  ))()(( 2xyyxTA   . 

 = )0()),(()((0(min)( 22

AAA IxyyxIyxI  ))()(( 2xyyxIA   . 

 = )0()),(()((0(max)( 22

AAA FxyyxFyxF ))()(( 2xyyxFA  . 

 

This completes the proof 

 

Theorem 3.8.   Every NFSI- ideal of a KU-algebra X is a NF - ideal, but the converse does  

not hold. 

Proof. Let  XxFITxA AAA = |,,,: be N FSI-ideal of X; put x=y in )( 1NFSI , )( 2NFSI  

and  )( 3NFSI ,  we get 

 


  ,)(),(min)()),(()(((min)(

,)()),(()(((min)(

2

0

22

zTxzTzTxxxxzTxT

thenzTxxxxzTxxT

AAA

x

AA

AA

x

A

=





















 

 


  andzIxzIzIxxxxzIxI

thereforezIxxxxzIxxI

AAA

x

AA

AA

x

A

,)(),(min)()),(()(((min)(

,)()),(()(((min)(

2

0

22

=





















 

 


  .)(),(max)()),(()(((max)(

,)()),(()(((min)(

2

0

22

zFxzFzFxxxxzFxF

getwezFxxxxzFxxF

AAA

x

AA

AA

x

A

=





















 

Hence  XxFITxA AAA = |,,,:  is a a NF - ideal  of X .    This completes the proof                                    

 

The following example  shows that the  converse of Theorem  3.8 may not be true. 

 

Example 3.9. Let }4,3,2,1,0{=X in which the operation   is given by the table  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  0 1 2 3 4 

0 0 1 2 3 4 

1 0 0 1 3 4 

2 0 0 0 3 4 

3 0 0 0 0 4 

4 0 0 0 0 0 
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Then )0,,( X is a KU-Algebra. Define a fuzzy set 
AT : X→ [0,1] by 

AT  (0) = 0.7 , AT  (1) = 

AT  (2) = 
AT  (3) = 

AT   (4) = 0.2 , we get for z=0 , x=1 and y=2 L.H.S  of )( 1NFSI  

2.0)1()2)21(( == AA TT . 

 
7.0)0()0(),1)12(()21((0(min)(..

01

1 ==












 AAA TTTNFSIofSHR , i.e in this case 

 

 )()),(()(((min/)( 22 zTxyyxzTyxT AAA   

 

We now give a condition for a NF- ideal to be a NFSI-ideal. 

 

Theorem 3.10. Every  a NF - ideal  XxFITxA AAA = |,,,: of X satisfying  the condition 

)(),(),( 654 FSIFSIFSI is a NFSI-ideal ideal of X . 

  

Proof. Let  XxFITxA AAA = |,,,: be NF ideal of X satisfying  the  conditions 

)(,)(,)( 654 NFSINFSINFSI . we get     )( 2yxTA  ))(()((( 2xyyxTA   ,  

 

       )( 2yxI A  ))(()((( 2xyyxI A   and   )( 2yxFA  ))(()((( 2xyyxFA     

 

Therefore 

 

        )()),(()(((min)( 22 zTxyyxzTyxT AAA   , 

        )()),(()(((min)( 22 zIxyyxzIyxI AAA   , and 

        )()),(()(((max)( 22 zFxyyxzFyxF AAA        

 

by (Definition of NF-ideal )( 2F , )( 3F  , )( 4F  ), we get 

 

 )( 2yxTA  ))(()((( 2xyyxTA    )()),(()(((min 2 zTxyyxzT AA  , 

 )( 2yxI A  ))(()((( 2xyyxIA    )()),(()(((min 2 zIxyyxzI AA  , and 

 )( 2yxFA  ))(()((( 2xyyxFA    )()),(()(((max 2 zFxyyxzF AA  , 

 

which proves the condition )(),(),( 321 NFSINFSINFSI . This completes the proof. 

 

Theorem 3.11. Let  XxFITxA AAA = |,,,:  be  NF ideal of X. Then the following are 

equivalent: 

 

(i)   XxFITxA AAA = |,,,: is an NFSI-ideal of X, 

(ii) ))(()((()( 22 xyyxzTyxT AA  , ))(()((()( 22 xyyxzIyxI AA   and 

))(()((()( 22 xyyxzFyxF AA   

(iii) ))(()(()( 22 xyyxTyxT AA   , ))(()(()( 22 xyyxIyxI AA  and 

))(()(()( 22 xyyxFyxF AA   
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Proof. (i) (ii) Suppose that  XxFITxA AAA = |,,,:  be  NFSI ideal of X. By 

)(),(),( 321 NFSINFSINFSI and )( 1F  we have  

 

 
,))(()((()(

.)(()((0()0()),(()((0(min)(

22

222

xyyxTyxT

eixyyxTTxyyxTyxT

AA

AAAA



=
 

 
andxyyxIyxI

eixyyxIIxyyxIyxI

AA

AAAA

))(()((()(

.)(()((0()0()),(()((0(min)(

22

222



=
 

 
.))(()((()(

.)(()((0()0()),(()((0(max)(

22

222

xyyxFyxF

eixyyxFFxyyxFyxF

AA

AAAA



=
 

 

(ii)   (iii) Since 22 )()( yxxyyx   , by Lemma 3.5 we obtain,  

 

))(()(()( 22 xyyxTyxT AA   , ))(()(()( 22 xyyxIyxI AA  and 

))(()(()( 22 xyyxFyxF AA   

 

Combining (ii) we have   

 

))(()(()( 22 xyyxTyxT AA   , ))(()(()( 22 xyyxIyxI AA  and 

))(()(()( 22 xyyxFyxF AA   

  

 (iii)   (i) Since [( )(()(( 2xyyxz  )]*[ )(()( 2xyyx  ] = 

                    = ))]((()[( 2xyzyx  *[ )(()( 2xyyx  ] ≤  

                      [ ))((( 2xyz  ] )][( 2xy  =[ ))((( 2xyz  ] )](0[ 2xy   

                                                                                              zz =0 . 

By ( Lemma 3.5) we obtain  

 

 )(()(( 2xyyxTA min{ )}(),(()(( 2 zTxyyxT AA  .  

 )(()(( 2xyyxIA min{ )}(),(()(( 2 zIxyyxI AA  , and 

 )(()(( 2xyyxFA max{ )}(),(()(( 2 zFxyyxF AA  . 

 

From (iii), we have  )()),(()(((min)( 22 zTxyyxzTyxT AAA  , 

 )()),(()(((min)( 22 zIxyyxzIyxI AAA  ,and 

 )()),(()(((max)( 22 zFxyyxzFyxF AAA  , 

  

Hence  XxFITxA AAA = |,,,: is an NFSI-ideal of X . The proof is complete. 

 

Theorem 3.12. A single valued neutrosophic set  XxFITxA AAA = |,,,:  of a KU-

algebra X is a NFSI-ideal of X if and only if   = mFsItTXxA AAAmst ,,|,, ,   is 

a sub-implicative ideal of X. 
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Proof: Suppose that  XxFITxA AAA = |,,,:  is a A single valued neutrosophic  sub-

implicative ideal of X and mstA ,, for any ]1,0(,, mst , there exists mstAx ,,  so that 

mFsItT AAA  ,, . It follows from )( 1F that txTT AA  )()0( , sxII AA  )()0( , 

mxFF AA  )()0(  so that mstA ,,0 . Let Xzyx ,,  be such that  

 

mstAxyyxz ,,

2)(()((   and mstAz ,, . Using )(),(),( 321 NFSINFSINFSI , 

 

we know that    

 

           tttzTxyyxzTyxT AAA == ,min)()),(()(((min)( 22  , 

           ssszIxyyxzIyxI AAA == ,min)()),(()(((min)( 22  , and 

           mmmzFxyyxzFyxF AAA == ,max)()),(()(((max)( 22       

 

thus  mstAyx ,,

2  . Hence mstA ,,  is a sub-implicative ideal of X. Conversely, suppose 

that mstA ,,  is a sub-implicative ideal of X ,for every ]1,0(,, mst . and any Xx , 

let txTA =)( , sxIA =)(  and mxFA =)( . Then mstAx ,, . Since mstA ,,0 , it follows that 

)()0( xTtT AA = , )()0( xIsI AA = , )()0( xFmF AA =  so that )()0( xTT AA  , 

)()0( xII AA  , )()0( xFF AA  for all Xx . Now, we need to show that  

 

 XxFITxA AAA = |,,,: satisfies )(),(),( 321 NFSINFSINFSI  

 

If not, then there exist Xcba ,, such that  )()),(()(((min)( 22 cTabbacTbaT AAA       

 

 )()),(()(((min)( 22 cIabbacIbaI AAA   , and 

 )()),(()(((max)( 22 cFabbacFbaF AAA  . 

 

Taking  

 

 ))()),(()((()((
2

1 22

0 cTabbacTbaTt AAA += , 

 ))()),(()((()((
2

1 22

0 cIabbacIbaIs AAA +=  and 

 ))()),(()((()((
2

1 22

0 cFabbacFbaFm AAA += , 

 

then we have  

 

 )()),(()((()( 2

0

2 cTabbacTtbaT AAA    

 )()),(()((()( 2

0

2 cIabbacIsbaI AAA   

 )()),(()((()( 2

0

2 cFabbacFmbaF AAA   
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Hence mstAabbac ,,

2))()((  and mstAc ,, , but mstAba ,,

2  which means that mstA ,, is 

not a sub-implicative ideal of X, this is contradiction. Therefore  XxFITxA AAA = |,,,:  

is a A single valued neutrosophic  sub-implicative ideal of X . 

 

Conclusions 

In the present paper, we have introduced  the concept of single valued neutrosophic  sub-

implicative ideal KU-algebras and investigated  some of their useful properties.  In our 

opinion, these definitions and main results  can be similarly extended  to some other  fuzzy 

algebraic  systems  such  as  hyper groups, hyper semigroups,  hyper rings,  hyper. It  is our  

hope that  this  work would other  foundations  for further  study of the  theory  of BC 

K/BC I- KU -algebras.   Our  obtained  results  can be perhaps applied in engineering, soft 

computing  or even in medical diagnosis. In our future  study of single valued neutrosophic  

sub commutative ideal structure of KU -algebras, may be the following topics should be 

considered: 

(1) To establish   single valued neutrosophic  (s-weak–strong) hyper KU-ideals in hyper 

KU-algebras; 

(2) To get more results in single valued neutrosophic ideals  hyper KU-algebras and 

application. 

(3) To consider  the  structure single valued neutrosophic  dot (s-weak–strong) hyper 

KU-Ideals of hyper KU-Algebras. 
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